Equities incentive is more and more frequently used for motivating management among Chinese listed companies, but whether it will degrade informativeness of stock price, thus reduce the efficiency of capital allocation in security market remains to be verified. This article used the data of A-share listed companies in China from 2010-2014, deployed an empirical research to study the relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price, considering earnings management as an intermediary variable. According to the analysis results, we found that higher level of equities incentive tended to degrade the level of informativeness of stock price, and the earnings management was not an effective intermediary variable, which meant the earnings management resulted from equities incentive was less likely to affect informativeness of stock price.
Introduction
The financial market is the core pillar of financial system, with the trader in financing institution or securities exchanges frequently exchanging currency, capital and stock with each other; resources within a society can be deployed in a more suitable place efficiently, which greatly helps to ensure the economy of a country to develop in a sustainable and well-organized way. Security market is the most important and active proportion of the financial market. Company can acquire the capital necessary for further developing by directly issuing stocks in security market; the highly liquid stocks can be easily exchanged in exchanges, making the security market the most powerful and efficient instrument for directing capital. Therefore, many people are focusing on how to improve the efficiency of the security market.
The extent of ability of a security market to direct capital largely depends on whether it can provide right signal, which mostly contains in stock price, to lead investors to put their money in right place. Therefore, the extent of informativeness of stock price, which indicates the real condition of an individual company, largely determines the efficiency of security market. Roll [1] came up with a method to measure the informativeness of stock price in 1988 and his method was considered the most important measuring method of stock price information nowadays. Wurgler [2] and Chen, Goldstein, Jiang [3] had done some empirical research; the results confirmed the positive correlation between informativeness of stock price and efficiency of security market. Currently, more and more people are trying to figure out the factors that affect informativeness of stock price. One of the factors, which continues to attract attention, is the equities incentive paid to the management.
Currently, more and more Chinese public companies issue equities incentive plans to motivate management for their better effort in improving business condition. Since equities incentive for management is generally considered as an important factor that stimulates management to deploy earnings management, which misleads investors and results in lower informativeness of stock price; how equities incentive will affect informativeness of stock price, especially how the earnings management resulted from equities incentive will degrade informativeness of stock price, remains to be a topic for further discussion.
Under the environment that many Chinese companies begin to take equities incentive plan as a tool to ensure better development, figuring out how these plans will directly affect stock price information, or indirectly affect it through the relation between them and earnings management will help public companies make their decisions towards incentive plan correctly. As there are still few empirical researches providing evidence for this topic, this article bases on Roll's method for measuring stock price information and Jones [4] model for measuring earnings management, and uses 893 Chinese A-share listed public company's data to explore how equities incentive will directly or indirectly affect informativeness of stock price when earnings management is considered as an intermediary variable.
Literature Review
Since foreign security market already had a longer history of development, the foreign public companies tried to use equities incentive as a motivation tool much earlier than Chinese companies. There were a number of foreign researches of the relationship between equities incentive and earnings management. After studying the data from 1992 to 1999 of 1500 companies tracked by S & P, Gao and Shrieve [5] find that a positive relation is clearly shown between the ratio and value of the stock held by management and the extent of earnings management. Wei [6] studied 30,000 stock option execution events from 2741 American companies and reached a conclusion that the extent of earnings management will increase dramatically when the execute day was near. However, other researchers made different conclusions by using different method and data. Armstrong, Jagolinzer and Larcker [7] deployed an empirical research on the data of 4051 companies from 2001 to 2005 and find that the CEO incentive plan actually reduces the frequency of accounting discrepancies. Erickson, Michelle and Edward [8] studied the condition of 50 companies who was accused for their accounting discrepancies between 1996 and 2003, only finding there was no significant relationship between equities incentive and financial fraud.
Similar contradiction also happens in researches towards Chinese companies. Zhao Xi et al. [9] , Lin Dapang [10] and several other researchers' results showed that the incentive plan will stimulate management to deploy earnings management, while other researchers, such as Chen Qianli [11] , Tian Cunzhi et al. [12] , reach a conclusion of the incentive plan will not necessary degrade financial report quality, or even can improve the governance of a company.
Though Roll has put forward his measuring method of informativeness of stock price in 1988 and more and more researchers were interested in finding the factor affecting the informativeness, the empirical research towards how equities incentive and earnings management affect informativeness of stock price was still few, especially the research in China. The existing researches also gave out some contradictive results, Yuan Zhizhu et al. [13] , Zhu Yuqiao [14] 's researches showed that the equities incentive could increase the information in stock price, while Zhang Yimin [15] 's research showed that the results of incentive plans would probably degrade the informativeness of stock price, especially when the size of company was large. The researches of how earnings management affected informativeness of stock price also gave out two different results, Lu Yao et al. [16] , Liang Quanxi [17] 's studies concluded that earnings management would increase the stock price synchronicity, thus degrade the informativeness of stock price. However, Xia Fang [18] 's research showed that the earnings management actually reduced the sample companies' stock price synchronicity, which indicated that the stock price include more information of individual company.
Based on the literature review, the relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price was uncertain due to the researchers used different method and data from different companies and period, same condition also happened to the relation between earnings management and informativeness of stock price. Besides, most existing researches towards Chinese companies of this topic used data earlier than 2010.
To further confirm the relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price as well as the mechanism causing the influence, this article uses the data from 2010 to 2014 of 893 Chinese public companies, trying to figure out the current relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price. The innovations of this article are as follows: 1) this article uses recent data of listed companies in China to confirm whether the influence of equities incentive to informativeness of stock price still exists and the consequences of the influence; 2) using earnings management to reflect the effects of equities incentive to corporate governance, this article try to figure out whether the influence of equities incentive to corporate governance will indirectly affect the relationship of equities incentive and informativeness of stock price by taking earnings management as an intermediary variable.
Research Design

Research Hypothesis
Based on existing researches and analysis, the equities incentive makes management's profit directly links to the performance of company stock, which gives them strong motivation to deliberately intervene stock price through different ways, such as issuing false information, earnings management or other methods that can manipulate stock price. These efforts lead to stock price is not representing the real condition of a company, thus degrade in informativeness. Therefore, we put forward the following hypothesis: • Hypothesis 1: Higher level of equities incentive will lead to more earnings management; • Hypothesis 2: Higher level of equities incentive will degrade the informativeness of a company's stock price; • Hypothesis 3: Earnings management is an effective intermediary variable in the relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price, which means the earnings management results from equities incentive will effectively degrade the informativeness of stock price.
Sample Illustration
This article based on the data of all Chinese A-share public companies without following conditions: 1) companies in financial industry; 2) companies listed less than 5 years till 2014; 3) delisted companies; 4) companies' amount of liquid shares do not reach 50% of entire equity; 5) stock tradable days less than 1125 days within 2010 to 2014; 6) stock average daily turnover rate more than 15% within 2010 to 2014.
After filtering A-share listed companies, we receive a sample with 893 companies. In this article, the data used to calculate informativeness of stock price and the data of control variables is collected from CSMAR database, while the data of earnings management and equities incentive is collected from Wind database. The data processing uses EViews 8.0.
Empirical Model and Variables
Variables Illustration This article's analysis based on following variables:
The Measurement of Informativeness of Stock Price (Info i,t ) We use Roll's measuring method to measure sample companies' informativeness of stock price. Roll considered individual company's stock investment yield (r i,t ) can be represented by market yield (r m,t ) and industry yield (r j,t ), their relation can be presented as: R ) is a good representation of a stock's asynchronization, which means the fluctuation of stock price other than the effect of industry and market. Roll consider these asynchronization shows the information of an individual company, thus reflect the extent of informativeness of a stock's price.
As the value of (1 − 
As shown above, higher value in Info shows the higher level of synchronization in company stock yield and market yield as well as industry yield, thus means the stock price contains less individual company's information.
The Measurement of Equities Incentive (Incent i,t ) Currently, there are many ways to measure the extent of equities incentive for management, this article uses the ratio of share held by management (Share-Manage i,t ) to entire equity (Share-All i,t ) as a measurement of equities incentive, it can be calculated as:
Incent Share-Manage Share-All
The Measurement of Earnings Management (DA i,t ) According to Healy [19] 's definition of earnings management, which is one of the most widely used definition, earnings management is management authorities based on the intention to maximize their self-interest, manipulates the accounting policy or financial statement which should be provided in line with accounting standard, in order to mislead the investors or stakeholders reach incorrect conclusion on company's condition and make inappropriate decision. One of the most widely used measurement of earnings management is Jones model. This article uses the modified Jones model to evaluate the earnings management of companies. Jones used the ratio of discretionary accruals to total assets (DA i,t ) as the estimate value for the extent a company deploys earnings management in his model. First, Jones divides total accruals (TACC i,t ) into discretionary accruals (DACC i,t ) and non-discretionary accruals (NDACC i,t ). The total accruals can be calculated as: Second, Jones collects the total asset of company i in year t (TA i,t ), changes of total revenue in year t (GRE-V i,t ), changes of receivables in year t (GREC i,t ) and total fixed assets in year t (PPE i,t ), and uses least square method to estimate the coefficient β 1 , β 2 and β 3 in following regression model: Third, Jones puts the estimated β 1 , β 2 and β 3 from above model into following equation and calculates the ratio of non-discretionary accruals to total assets (NDA i,t ): 6) The financial leverage (Leverage i,t ): calculated as the ratio of total liability to total asset; 7) The ratio of book value to market value of a company (BtoM i,t ): used to represent growth of a company in the future;
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8) The fluctuation of industry yield (Var-indyld i,t ): according to the industry classification standard of China Securities Regulatory Commission, this article divides all listed companies into 18 groups and calculate the yearly variance of each group stocks' value-weighted average weekly yield; 9) This article also deploys industry dummy variables to control the effect of industry. According to the latest industry classification standard of China Securities Regulatory Commission, we divide sample companies into 16 industry groups and set 15 industry dummy variables.
Empirical Model Illustration
This article's analysis is based on the intermediary variable model, which has been proved to be effective in analysis whether the indirect influence is found between two factors. We analyze the relation between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price using following models:
Model 1: to verify the relation between equities incentive and earnings management: Based on above models, if the coefficient α 2 and θ 3 are both negative, then this result indicates that earnings management is not an effective intermediary variable for the relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price. On the contrary, if those both are positive, then this result indicates that earnings management performs a fully intermediary effect in how equities incentive affects informativeness of stock price. If α 2 , β 2 , θ 2 and θ 3 are both proved to be positive in the model, then this result indicates that earnings management only performs partial intermediary effect in how equities incentive affects informativeness of stock price. Table 1 shows the mean value of Info is relatively low and negative, indicates the sample companies' stock yield tend to be asynchronous with market yield and industry yield, which is a sign of relatively high informativeness. The standard deviation of Info is also relatively low, indicates that most of the sample companies' stock price fluctuation tends to represent individual company information. The mean value of incent is high at 0.5823, indicates the average proportion of shares held by the management in sample companies is 58.23%. The mean value of DA is low at only 0.0744, but the standard deviation is relatively high, indicates that though the extent of earnings management in sample companies is generally low, the actual condition tend to vary across companies. Table 2 shows the Pearson correlation analysis results for variables. Most of the correlation value is low, only the Size, BtoM and Leverage show relatively high correlation level. These three factors do have some theoretical relation with each other, as larger company tend to use debt financing instrument more and some large Chinese companies, especially the companies that provide necessary services in daily life such as telecommunication, transport and energy, tend to underperform in stock price when compared with their business performance and asset scale. However, they represent different aspect of a company and many researches use them in combine with each other. Therefore, we suggest that there is no serious multiple correlation between variables. Table 3 shows the results of empirical analysis of three models. The F-value test results indicate that all models are statistically significant. In model 1, the coefficient of Incent is only positive at the significance level of 10% and the value is positive at 0.0098, indicates the relation between equities incentive and earnings management among sample companies is relatively weak, but higher level of incentive will still increase the extent of earnings management. This result verifies Hypothesis 1.
Descriptive Statistics
Correlation Analysis
Empirical Analysis
In model 2, the coefficient of Incent is positive at the significance level of 5% and the value is positive at 0.0464, indicates higher level of equities incentive will increase the synchronization of individual company's stock yield and market yield as well as industry, thus degrade the informativeness of stock price. This result verifies Hypothesis 2.
In model 3, the coefficient of Incent is positive at the significance level of 5% but the coefficient of DA is negative given all the significance levels. Besides, the value of coefficient of Incent only changes marginal comparing with model 2, indicates that earnings management is not an effective intermediary variable for the relation between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price. The equities incentive can directly affect both earnings management and informativeness of stock price, but the earnings management results from equities incentive does not have a strong relationship with informativeness of stock price. Hypothesis 3 is denied according to the result of model 3.
Conclusions and Limitations
This article studies the relationship between equities incentive for management in Chinese public companies and informativeness of stock price using the data of 893 A-Share companies from 2010 to 2014. We reach following conclusions:
• Equities incentive which is currently frequently used in Chinese listed companies will increase the synchronization of individual company's stock yield and market yield as well as industry, making the stock price contain less individual company's information, which may reduce the efficiency of security market and mislead investors in judging a company's actual performance.
• Equities incentive for management tends to stimulate management to deploy earnings management, but this relation is relatively weak in current security market, which may indicate an improvement in Chinese security market regulations and supervision.
• Earnings management that results from deploying equities incentive has no significant effect on informativeness of stock price. The effects of equities incentive through other factors have more intense influences on informativeness. Therefore, earnings management may not be an important factor to worry about when a company is considering issuing equities incentive to management; shareholders and stakeholders should pay more attention to other factors, such as information disclosure and management's interest of relationship with other interested parties, if they decide to deploy equities incentive. In summary, issuing equities incentive tends to degrade the informativeness of stock price, but earnings management is not an important factor that results in the negative relationship between equities incentive and informativeness of stock price.
This article also has its limitations. Roll's method for measuring informativeness of stock price has come out for a very long time, whether it still suits the security market condition now remains to be verified. Besides, this article hasn't investigated the shareholder character's effect on management behaviors, such as dividing the sample companies into state-owned and privately-owned. Follow-up studies can further take the effect of shareholder into consideration and improve the reliability of the conclusion.
